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Overview
• research into popular ideas about prehistory
• cartoons a potent source
• create as well as reproducing social relations
• e.g. class & gender expectations
• Punch – 1841-1983
• popular UK family magazine, full of cartoons
• aimed at educated classes 
• wide readership
• reactionary politics – racist/imperialist/sexist
• conceit of scientific literacy
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Overview
• ~5000 contextualising cartoons between 1841 & 1968 
• 21 items about geology
• how do people see geology?
• who does it?
• what does it involve?
• not going to trace history of geology
• look at cartoons to see what they tell us in themselves
• what are readers taking from cartoons?
• NB most cartoons not very funny...
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1847, Volume 12, “May”
• geology involves rocks
• geology is science
• middle class men do 
science
• science involves 
leisure
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An Association for the Advancement of Science on an Excursion.
1849, Volume 16, page 111
• geology involves fossils of prehistoric beasts
• there is a Geology Society 
• the GS holds dinners
• the Archbishop of Canterbury addresses the GS
• there are fossils in the British Museum
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LODGINGS FOR ANTEDILUVIANS.
1849, Volume 16, Almanack
• geology involves fossils of prehistoric beasts
• academic men do geology
• minerology should be on the future University 
curriculum
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UNIVERSITY ALMANACK
AS IT WILL BE
...Botany, Minerology, Civil Law...
1870, Volume 58, page 218
• geology involves fossils
• geology is science
• working class men dig
• middle class men do geology
• different classes speak differently
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Scientific Pedestrian: “Do you find any fossils here?”
Excavator: “Dunno what you calls ‘Vossuls’. We finds nowt here except 
muck and ‘ard work!”
1870, Volume 59, page 251
• geology involves specimens
• geology is scientific
• working class men dig
• middle class women do geology
• different classes speak differently
• pretty women may be scientific
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Pretty, but scientific governess: “Pray can we obtain a specimen of this mine?”
Miner (gallantly): “Well, miss, this ere’s a worked out mine, and us three’s the 
only specimens left, at your service miss, I’m sure.”
1874, Volume 66, page 171
• Economic Geology is a thing
• there is a Museum of Economic 
Geology
• visiting a MoEG is a leisure activity 
for middle class men and boys
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Papa: “Now, how shall we spend Monday most advantageous? You might 
take the girls, my love, to the German Bazaar; and I propose that as Charley 
intends to come out “a Grecian”, he and I would have an instructive day at 
the Museum of Economic Geology.
1874, Volume 67, page 168
• academic men do geology
• geology involves pick axes and 
hammers
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1881, Volume 80, page 47





• Darwin tells us about evolution
• Lyell tells us about human origins
• Murchison tells us about the 
earth’s composition
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1882, Volume 83, page 181
• fossil remains are 
found in deposits
• deposits are 
exposed during 
building excavation
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A DRAWING ON THE DEPOSITS AT DRUMMONDS.
Londoner of the Pleistocene period, with the Bos 
Primigenius in The Strand.
Londoner of the Victorian period with the Boss 
Primi-Genius in the same locality.
1898, Volume 114, page 273
• geology should be part of a future school 
curriculum for boys
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THE SCHOOL-BOY OF THE NEAR FUTURE.
“...I must grind up my...Theology, Geology, 
Astrotheology...”
1910, Volume 139, page 270
• there is a Geological Museum
• it is unlikely that men who like 
racing would visit it
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IMPROBABLE SCENES. – III.
The National Sporting Club pays a 
visit to the Geological Museum
1913, Volume 145, page 185
• working class people are ignorant about 
geology
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Gladys: “Oh, Bert, I wonder if there are any 
stalagmites in this cave?”
Bert: “Well, if there are, haven’t I got this 
stick to defend you with?”
1914, Volume 147, page 43
• geology is a suitable activity for 
men who play golf
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A FULL-JOY DAY.
4.30 to 6 P.M. – Golf and Geology.
1916, Volume 151, page 338
• geology varies by named district
• it is possible to discern different districts 
from mud
• districts have Latin names
• men know about geology
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THE NEW ARMY.
Officer: “Not a puncture, I hope?”
Private Brown: ”...I see you’ve been in the Lower Silurian, Old Red 
Sandstone, Crystallite and Metamorphic districts.”
1926, Volume 171, page 97
• geology involves rocks
• geology museum staff are male
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LESSER-KNOWN SIGHTS OF LONDON.
Lunch-time in back-yard of Geological Museum. The staff keeping fit.
1928, Volume 175, page 607
• there is a Geological Society
• men and women attend GS 
events
• rocks may be investigated 
layer by layer
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ENTERTAINMENTS AT WHICH WE HAVE NEVER ASSISTED.
“Skinning the flint” at the Geological Society.
1933, Volume 184, page 614
• geology involves rock formations
• geology may be taken up by 
enthusiastic men
• rock types have Latin names
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Youthful enthusiast (who has taken 
up geology): “And now for a spot of 
Jurassic!”
1935, Volume 189, page 377
• geology involves rock strata
• geology is a pastime for men
• women are ignorant about 
geology
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“I shan’t be a minute, but Eric is 
keen on rock strata or something.”
1957, Volume 232, page 704
• Geology is a University subject
• men study geology
• roadmending is an appropriate 
vacation job for geology students
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1967, Volume 252, page 214
• geologists go on polar 
expeditions
• geologists are lower status
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“That’s it sir...we’ve eaten the last of the geologists!”
Conclusion
• important to read cartoons diachronically
• people seeing cartoons in given period are unlikely to know/recall 
cartoons from markedly earlier or later periods
• longstanding geology themes
• science
• involves: rocks, specimens, fossils, digging
• educated/middle class male pursuit
• academic subject or amateur pastime
• no apparent economic significance
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Conclusion
• what do people think about geology now...?
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geologist
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